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Q: How can we explain the heterogeneity of energy transitions through the world ?

A: There must be something in the space where energy systems are situated that is

either facilitating or inhibiting transition !

Hypothesis: 

Energy is spatially embedded

creating path dependencies

(Gavin Bridge)

Hypothesis: 

Built environment

Hypothesis: 

Place-based

representations

Framework 1- Discussing the role of energy systems’ 

spatial embeddedness in their reproduction



Framework 1- Discussing the role of energy systems’ 

spatial embeddedness in their reproduction

M. HUBER (2013), Lifeblood: Oil, Freedom, and the Forces of 

Capital, Minneapolis, Univ Of Minnesota Press

Interrelations between materialities and representations of energy policies 

1. Identifying the spatial representations in 

narratives about energy policies

3. Identifying how these representations are 

used by actors to support projects

2. Identifying how these representations are 

constructed



Framework 2- Critical geopolitics

Understanding the construction of spatial knowledges

K. DODDS (2007), « Screening terror: Hollywood, 

the United States and the construction of danger”, 

Critical studies on Terrorism, vol. 2



Framework 3: Which geographical approach to study

nuclear policies ?

Cities under nuclear domes, The Atomic Revolution,1957



Results outlines: 

Diverging multiscalar representations

1 
Local level: Diverging perception of the role of nuclear 

power in the dynamics of host territories

2 

3 

4 

National level: Nuclear power fits differently into narratives 

of spatial planning policies

International level: Nuclear power interacts with diverging 

geopolitical representations



Result 1- Local level

« Without the nuclear power plant, Fessenheim

would have died in the 1970s, absorbed by

Colmar attraction. […] Nuclear energy helped us

live and work in the countryside »

Plenary session – 12/04/2010

ELECTED

REPRESENTATIVE AT

THE HAUT-RHIN

DEPARTEMENTAL

COUNCIL



Result 1- Local level



Result 1- Local level



Result 1- Local level

« The current attractivity of municipalities hosting

nuclear power plants must be guarranted. […]

Taxes assured that their inhabitants are rewarded

for their service to the Nation»

Oral questions– 05/10/1995

FRANCE, MEMBER OF

THE ASSEMBLÉE

NATIONALE



Result 1- Local level



Result 2- National level

« Closing nuclear power plants to develop so-

called distributed energy will constitute another

step toward the end of France territorial equality »

Plenary session– 17/06/2002

FRANCE, MEMBER OF

THE SENAT



Result 2- National level

Fessenheim’s main street

« Power plant closed, populaton

and public services sacrified »

May 2017

© T.Meyer



Result 2- National level

« See, our problem is the distance […] there’s a

thousand kilometers between the dams outside of

Kiruna and the city of Malmö. That’s our burden »

Interview– 15/12/2012

RIKSDAG, MEMBER OF

THE PARLIAMENT



Result 2- National level



Result 2- National level

« We lost the battle in 1990, when DDR’s NPP

closed […]. In Saxe, in Thuringia, developing

renewables had been seen as a way of improving

the economy and bridging the gap with the west.

[…] People are ward off nuclear power here. »

Interview– 01/07/2013

BUNDESTAG, MEMBER

OF THE PARLIAMENT



Result 2- National level



Result 3- International level

« We’re not Germany, […] we’re not blessed with

their coal […] Nuclear power, and future reactors,

are not just constitutive of our energy

independence, they are the answer to our

historical handicap in natural ressources»

Plenary Session– 23/05/2011

FRANCE, MEMBER OF

THE ASSEMBLÉE

NATIONALE



Result 3- International level

Le Républicain Lorrain, 1985



Result 3- International level

« Our duty, our responsibility to our friends in the

Baltic, and to the world, is to export fossil-free and

Russian-Free electricity»

Interview– 11/12/2012

BUNDESTAG, MEMBER

OF THE PARLIAMENT



Result 3- International level

Teva Meyer, Stockholm, 2014



Result 3- International level

« We think that, no matter what pronuclear

people might say, our future energy mix will

assure a security through the development of

interconnections with our partners»

Plenary session– 11/05/1998

BUNDESTAG, MEMBER

OF THE RIKSDAG



Result 3- International level



Conclusion: Nuclear Lock-ins ?

1 Different representations of nuclear energy exists from 

one place to another

2 

3 

4 

These representations are actually based on the 

materialities of the energy system

Construction of “nuclear lock-in” and “nuclear lock-out”



Merci !

Teva Meyer

teva.meyer@uha.fr


